The analysis of fluorescence spectra of a set of structurally related AMFQ let to identify the effects of structural changes and the presence of electric charge generated by acid-base reaction on the emission spectra.
Introduction
The fluorescence produced by quinolone ring has been extensively used in analytical determination of AMFQs in biological fluids and bacterial uptake studies.
It is well known the effect of polarity and pH on both intensity and wavelength of the emission of some AMFQs like norfloxacin (I) and ciprofloxacin (II). Variation of the emission of I and II as a consequence of pH changes is related to the variation in the proportions of the species (+0), (00), (+-), and (0-).
In order to identify the main factors that affect light emission in aqueous solution, a set of 11 structurally related compounds was used (table I) . Compounds V-XI are new active AMFQs synthesized in our laboratory.
Emission spectra were recorded at two pHs (4.8 and 8) which were selected taken into account the pKa of the ionizables groups.
Results and Discussions
The analysis of such results let to relate the emission parameters with both presence and type of electric charge in the molecules. 
Emission at pH 4.8. In this condition + HBH is the prevalent species of I and II, their spectra exhibit a higher intensity and a emission λ max shifted to the red with respect to that recorded at pH 8. A similar behavior is observed with III, in which the prevalent species is + BH and exhibits the highest intensity registered. On the other hand, compounds IV-IX exhibit emission λ max which are not significatively different from those of their zwitterionic analogs I-III, however, their quantum yields are 8 to 10 times lower.
Emission at pH 8. 
